
The residual resistance ratio, RRR, is a common measurement used in 
the quality control of wire superconductors. For Nb3Sn conductors, such 
as the MQXF strands being procured for the High Luminosity LHC 
Accelerator Upgrade Project, tin is a potent contaminant of copper, and a 
drop in RRR from a nominal value of ~300 can signify break-through of 
diffusion barriers at Sn concentration below 0.1%, which is also well 
below the detection threshold for micro-chemical analyses. RRR is 
defined as the ratio of resistance at 293 K to the resistance at 
temperature just above the superconducting transition.

Inter-laboratory benchmarking uncovered test discrepancies, which 
motivated this investigation. Two significant sources contributed to the 
discrepancies:

1. Low-temperature measurements were reported for either 
R(20 K) or RIEC, the intersection of normal-state and superconducting 
trendlines.

2. Specimens were reacted in different ways: in vacuum, in argon, or 
sheathed in quartz and placed in argon. 

Because a consistent 15% difference could be reliably obtained by all 
labs for RRR determined by measurements at 20 K vs measurements by 
the IEC standard definition, discrepancy (1) was resolved.Discrepancy
(2) has not been resolved. This poster argues that the evidence so far 
points to external contaminants entering the copper and affecting RRR, 
where the quartz sheath plays a crucial protective role. The 
contaminants are not yet known; Fe and Cr were ruled out by secondary 
ion mass spectroscopy measurements.
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Background

ITER experience: Exposure to air improves the RRR of 
strands by fixing Cr and Fe spin states and preventing 
long-range spin-wave scattering of electrons (Jun Lu)

Benchmarking of strand ID PO08S00006A06UX

• Bruker-OST,  FNAL, BNL, and FSU participated

• All received strand pieces from the same spool

• Two different strand preparations were made: 
(1) exposed, (2) protected

• Reactions were carried out using the 
corresponding lab’s preferred furnace and the 
same heat treatment (25/210/48 + 50/400/48 + 
50/665/75)

• RRR was measured at each lab

• Samples were exchanged to validate test 
methods and 20 K vs IEC criteria 
 These inter-laboratory comparisons gave < 
3% uncertainty

What is relevant for HL-LHC magnets?
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Lab and Prep RRR, end X

Protected

Bruker‐OST ‐ argon 318 ± 12 (6 samples)

FNAL – argon 332, 336, 355, 342

FSU – argon 353, 314, 339, 321

Exposed

BNL – vacuum 273 ± 13 (6 samples)

FNAL – argon  232, 236, 273, 251

Bruker‐OST ‐ argon 194 ± 19 (6 samples)

Unsupported wire

Bruker‐OST – argon 203 ± 26 (6 samples)

EXPOSED: Strand length was secured to a stainless steel rod with copper wire 
ties. Strand ends were pinched flat to prevent tin leak. 

PROTECTED: Strand length inserted in a close‐fitting quartz tube and the tube 
ends were wrapped with Cu foil. Strand ends were pinched flat.

High copper conductivity is a requirement for quench protection, 
temperature margin, and stability.

Strands are wound into cables, and the cables are insulated. It is not 
known to what degree, if any, the insulation acts as a protective sheath, 
or if the insulation facilitates contamination.

M1PoD‐02

SIMS data comparing strands. Depth of profile 
is ~6 µm at 500 sec.Comparison of 20 K and IEC techniques for RRR

Fork ID# straight_1 Kink (thin side) Straight_2 Kink (thick side)

27 (exposed) 227.5 163.2 233.4 199

27 (covered) 248.7 192.7 191 217.2

30 (exposed) 223.9 151.9 219.2 207.9

29 (covered) 240 192 257 256

Cable specimen #2 data at right
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